Standardization and
Automation of CPQ Process
for a Global Construction
Enterprise
Highlights:
Customer:

The Client:
Our client is a leading global
construction enterprise that provides
access to specialized services, forming
and shoring solutions to the industrial,
commercial and infrastructure markets.
The enterprise was established by
the merger of two market leaders.
Based in the United States, our client
has revenue of nearly $3 billion, an
approximate of 25,000 employees
and has stations over 200 locations
across 25 countries. While the merger
enabled our client’s enterprise to grow
exponentially, it raised some challenges.

A leading global construction
enterprise

Industry:
Construction

Salesforce Products
Leveraged:
•

Salesforce CPQ

The Challenges
•	Despite growth from the merger, the enterprise struggled with fragmented tools and processes across
different regions and departments.
• Limitations and inefficiency in workflow due to unstructured sales processes and technology.
•	Although they used Salesforce Sales Cloud for activity management for sales teams, the quote generation and
management was still a challenge.
•	Manual and segregated quoting process by sales reps resulted in time consumption and inconsistent approvals,
branding and formatting.
•	Poor visibility and control over quotes due to disorganized and widespread spreadsheets-based processes at
the enterprise.

The Solution
•	eConnect worked with the client to ascertain the best way to minimize risk and ensure success for this
transformational project.
•	Implemented a pilot use case for the new technology to prove its value and set the stage for a global adoption.
•	eConnect upgraded the existing Salesforce environment and introduced automated and standardized quoting
process with Salesforce CPQ implementation.
•	Deployed quote templates and introduced version tracking, advanced approval processes and reporting
capabilities.
•	Allowed automatic defaulting pricebook, currency, language, output documents, texts and email templates
based on the branch associated to the opportunity.
•	Provided for hands-on, onsite training for users to ensure successful adoption of the system.
Additionally eConnect catered unique client requirements including:
•	An integrated Salesforce CPQ and Oracle system which enabled organized records of products and prices.
• Established a custom plug-in to calculate different prices for renting vs. selling products.
•	Integrated the client’s engineering tool as a system of record for bundles and calculating pricing for those
bundles based on customer needs, such as square footage.

The Result
•	
Faster Quoting Process & Sales: An automated and standardized quoting process saved significant time
for both the sales and engineering team. This task would take up to a week for sales reps to compile, whereas
with the Salesforce CPQ implemented it takes only about 10 to 15 minutes to provide accurate quotes,
leading to faster sales and greater profits.
•	
Greater Efficiency: A standardized and optimized system across its various branches aided our client in
having an efficient and streamlined workflow.
•	
Improved Visibility and Effective Reporting: Having CPQ within Salesforce has also helped maximize
the value of the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution beyond activity management.
This provides leadership and all team members with better visibility and updated reports to improve
decision‑making that drives better business outcomes.
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